
Fleming’s is well known for growing 
Australia’s finest trees – but they also 
create amazing landscape designs.

Having placed Australian landscape design 
on the world stage at the prestigious 
Chelsea Flower Show in London across a 
decade and taking out the show’s top 
honour with Best In Show in 2013, 
Fleming’s name is synonymous with top 
Australian landscape design.

Today Fleming’s design, build and plant 
beautiful landscapes and gardens – 
working with developers, councils and 
private home owners to enhance the world 
we live in.

A home is just a house until a 
well-designed and executed landscape 
completes the package, and with Fleming’s, 
your new home will become a masterpiece 
dressed to perfection with a garden by 
Australia’s best.

FLEMING’S GROUP OF COMPANIES
IS A BUSINESS THAT THRIVES IN
THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

SEVENTH BEND SEVENTH_BEND

SALES OFFICE
179 Exford Road, Melton South VIC 3338 
Phone: 0418 577 055. 
Open Saturday-Wednesday 11am - 5pm.

WWW.SEVENTHBEND.COM.AU



ACACIA COGNATA
LIMELIGHT
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PARVIFOLIUM

ANIGOZANTHOS
BUSH GEM

STEPPING
PAVERS

ESSENCE

If it’s tranquillity you seek – look no further than the elegant 
PEACE garden. Created  to suit any block style or orientation,
‘Peace’ is simple yet very e�ective and o�fers a low maintenance 
option for those with busy lifestyles.

PEACE

LIBERTY

URBANE

The timeless URBANE garden presents the perfect front yard for
those that like simple, clean lines and classic formal planting 
styles. This garden will compliment a range of home facades and 
will mould to any block size or orientation with ease.

The Vendor retains absolute discretion, including but not limited to the appointment of contractors to perform, the selection of materials for use in, and location of, Landscape Works. The products and materials used in the Landscape Works are subject to seasonal variation. Any plans depicting the Landscape Works are indicative representations only. Further conditions apply.
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SIR WALTER
BUFFALO

The ESSENCE garden has been designed to provide balance and
symmetry to a home with a sense of formality with lineal planting 
form while a curved garden edge softens the e�ect to provide a 
gentleness unusual to most formal designs. The perfect garden for 
those that seek a clean, green front yard complemented by classic 
trees and plants.

The LIBERTY garden is all about free-flowing lines with curved
garden beds shirking formality to soften and enhance a home. 
‘Liberty’ o�ers a graceful entrance with loads of small and low 
growing shrubs and three feature trees.


